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ABSTRACT

Relatlvistic plasma models are studied from an unified point
of view.

Starting with the equations of motion for relativistic,

cold streams, a general, covariant dispersion theory for collisionless, relativistic plasmas is formulated.

It is possible to take

the effects of radiation damping into account.

The effects of

thermal motions can be included by invariant integration over
a continuous distribution of relativistic streams-.

The present

theory, besides being covariant, contains information not
obtainable from the self consistent field theory of Vlasov.

ii
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I.

INTRODUCTION

All theories of physics, including statistical systems, of which
plasmas are examples, must obey the principles of special relativity.
It is of importance to contribute to the relativistic theory of
statistical systems^, specifically plasmas.

In classical formulation

of statistical physics, space and time play inherently different roles
and hence it is not obvious how to make the basic theory relativistic.
Also, from a practical point of view, the relativistic theory of
plasmas is significant in astrophysics and controlled fusion.
Relativistic plasmas exist in many astrophysical situations such as
the solar corona and the atmosphere of the hot stars.
associated with controlled thermonuclear reactions,

In problems
where the

temperature is of the order of mc^ (where m is the electronic mass),
at least the electrons should be treated relativisitically. Relativ
istic theories of plasmas have been considered by a number of authors
1 2
3
such as Watson, Bludman, and Rosenbluth , Buti , Clemmow and Wilson-',
4
Santini and Szamosi , and others. However, their dispersion theories
are not covariant.

According to special theory of relativity, any

physical theory is valid in general only if it can be formulated in
a covariant way.

Recently, Kursunoglu has given a linear, covariant

dispersion theory for relativistic plasma oscillations, but his
theory is only applicable to a one-particle velocity distribution.
The present work partly concerns with the establishment of some
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degree of connection among different plasma models and partly
concerns with the covariant development of a simple plasma model
based on the non-relativistic model of a plasma as many beams orig
inated by Dawson^,

We formulate a simple, but general, collision-

less dispersion theory.

The present dispersion theory is more

general since it is applicable to many-particle velocity distrib
utions and the effects of radiation damping are taken into account.
We believe that for a relativistic plasma, long range interactions
and radiation are sometimes more significant.
In Chapter II, the theory of the statistical model of a plasma
is discussed.
7

Through a review of the work of Clemmow and Wilson^,
8

Goto , and Synge , we establish some connection among their theories.
Also we interpret the results such that they are consistent with
each other.

B j taking moments of the Boltzmann-equation, we obtain

the equations df relativistic magnetohydrodynamics.

The system of

equations can be closed with the assumption of an equation of state.
The exact form of the equation of state for a relativistic Maxwellian
distribution is derived.

In Chapter IH, we show that the system

of equations for a charged fluid can be obtained from a macroscopic
point of view, based on a generalization of the Lagrangian density
for a relativistic neutral gas.

The derivation of the system of mag-

netohydrbdynamic equations can be achieved by simply adding to its
Lagrangian density the interaction Lagrangian density and the Lagrang
ian density of the electromagnetic field.

Studies of the relativistic

plasmas such as plasma oscillations have been extensively based on
the relativistic Boltzmann-Vlasov equations since at high temperatures

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

and low densities, departures from local thermodynamic equilibrium
9
are expected , As the equations of magnetohydrodynamics are derived
from the Boltzmann equation with the assumption that the local vel
ocity distribution is isotropic in the reduced velocity three-space,
the equations of magnetohydrodynamics no longer hold in general.
Instead of using the Boltzmann-Vlasov equations, we propose that
collisionless, relativistic plasmas can in general be considered as
the limit of infinitely many cold, relativistic streams.

But this

again means that collisionless, relativistic plasmas can be generally
studied from the magnetohydrodynaraic point of view as the system of
equations for cold streams are derivable from the equations of mag
netohydrodynamics in the zero temperature limit.

In Chapter IV, we

formulate a covariant dispersion theory for relativistic, cold streams.
The effects of radiation damping are included.

In Chapter V, we dem

onstrate the generality of our linear dispersion theory by consider
ing some simple applications.

Firstly, by neglecting the relativistic

radiation damping term and assuming a one-particle distribution of vel
ocities, we perform the invariant integration over all streams in the
absence of external magnetic field, we arrive at a covariant theory
of relativistic plasma oscillations slightly different from that of
Kursunoglu^.

Then, the effects of radiation reaction on cold plasma

oscillations are considered.

In the absence of external fields, the

effect of radiation reaction is to introduce damping of the plasma
oscillations.

However, when external magnetic field is present, the

effect of radiation damping can be the cause of instability of the
plasma oscillations in the presence of an ultrarelativistic stream.
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II.

THE BOLTZMANN EQUATION AND THE
EQUATIONS OF MAGNETOHYDRODYNAMICS
FOR A RELATIVISTIC PLASMA

(l) Derivation of the Relativistic Boltzmann Equation.
We shall use Latin suffixes having the range 1 to 3 to denote
vectors in ordinary three-space and Greek suffixes to denote the
four-vectors. The relation between the ordinary three-vectors and
the four-vectors are.

Where / '®V/~

&ve, respectively, the position and

velocity vectors of a particle in the plasma in ordinary three-space.
fÿ

is the three-force acting on the particle.

three velocity, and
U, ^ \

A

is the Minkowski four-force.
*jL
ve note that i ' = ( I ~i~ U ^ /c ^ )

The distribution function
/ (Xi)

“t )

CX/!^

^4

;

is the reduced
If we write

is defined such that

is, at time t , the number of particles

in the six dimensional volume element
point

((//)

}

where

c i^

c(^X (X^U
dXs

about the phase
and (X^U ~ (X(A,

^

Suppose that the particle under consideration has rest mass m.
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then the relativistic equations of motion for the particle are,

u

Thus, a particle which at time
t-tS t

"t

is at

-o

time

is at ( X / i - S ) ( 4 j

where,

S ^ = - ^ S t= r w ^ S t

(2-2-)

SK,-^ - ^ S t a - 5 s t

(£'3J

I f at some instant of time t , we focus

particles in the volume element c(^ of^Ci

our attention on the

and chase all these

particles as they follow the law of motion through the reduced phase
space, after a time
This new phase point

they occupy a new volume element
( X / j (X/J

is related to the old one (XXj (X/J

Tqr -

'

X/^X^-trU/St

(2 4)
\

U/~

(2 S)

Then,

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

= ( I f

(2-6)

If we assume that there are no collisions among the particles,
then the number of particles are conserved, namely.

{'(x /j ix/^ fO

fcxÿ (X,'; t ) ot^x d^u

From this condition, we arrive at the collisionless Boltzmann
equation in the following form.

To show that the collisionless Boltzmann equation is Lorentz
covariant, we consider two frames of reference
S' moves relative to

S with relocity V

First of all, we shall show that f

S and

in the

S', where

- direction.

is itself a scalar invariant.

In the frame of reference where the volume element is at rest, the
number of particles is

d^Xc

.

In some other frame of

reference, the same number of particles is at phase point (X/^ lA/J
and is represented by

It is known that

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

,
( \4 UYc*),

where
.

of

Let us now consider the transformation

Since we know that^^

I

1 - ^

It can easily he shown that

yt/ ^
'
F U E

I

■

AiL

w h re «2 — y

By interchanging the frames of reference, we have.

( =

with the use of equation (2*H) and the fact that Uv

is a four-

vector, we have

Reproctucect with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproctuction prohibitect without permission.

8

Q

Namely, Yd*U

is Lorentz invariant.
Ij

element is at rest

In the system where the volume

then

(2-12)

Equations (2*ll) and (2-12) show that

d^U

is a Lorentz

invariant, and therefore the distribution function f is a scalar
invariant.
^ " f (X/U) d/t,).

Let us denote
related to
f — -f(Xf)

u/ à

Since

through

and

thus, ^

is identical to

t).

We shall show that

^

=" ^

^

provided that

(2 .1 3 )

proof;

^
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is

Dividing equation (2*8) through by Y and making use of relation
(2-14), we have,

For a fully ionized plasma, the dominant forces acting on the
plasma particles are electromagnetic, therefore,

%

(2.'l é )

- T"

which satisfies relation (2*13).
Fyj

= Oj

Furthermore, — .,

equation (2-15) reduces to

Therefore the Boltzmann equation is Lorentz covariant.
(ii) The Moment Equations and The Equations of Magnetohydrodynamics.
Before deriving the moment equations, we shall establish a few
relations making use of equation (2*14) and the invariant volume
element

d^Uo

Y d^(X,

Let

Q Uy d %

Q

Q

then,

(z^ 18)
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10

’ -fT3(§d'«.

's;

where we have assumed that f

vanishes sufficiently strong in the

reduced velocity three-space.

With these results, we obtain the

following moment equation;

Let us define the invariant average of any quantity,

<Q >

where M, = j ^ d^U,

Q, as

(2'2I)

is the invariant number density.

Then, by putting

respectively, we have the zeroth

and the first moment equations,

\

jr ^ Y ( x ,>

{z z^ )

\
By defining the invariant mean density
momentum tensor

=r IW

^ the mean energy-

and the mean four current
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H

^

=r ^

<&///>,

equations (2*22) and (2*23) can be written as

4 J ' + iî>/j' = o

To put the above equations in the form known as the relativistic
Magnetohydrodynamic equations, it is necessary to introduce the
macroscopic four-velocities to replace the invariant mean fourvelocities such that

lÂyÜy = - C ' '

To this end, we write

Ü, = - ^ = £ ^ 1 =
OjuX'

(zii)

Then, the definition (2-27) automatically satisfies equation (2*26).
To satisfy that continuity equation, we define an effective
invariant density, ^ , such that

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

12

The zeroth moment equation can he put in the form,

= 0

(Z'22>)

OXy

which is known as the equation of continuity.

P=.en,<u,> = I

Let

^

Also,

(ZiO)

Uy —Y dy^ -h dy ^ tJl&Jl’y

-

w 3 ^

c

+ f > c < d /u j>

62 3/;

where UJ can he identified as the internal energy density in a
system moving with the volume element.
The symmetric tensor

7^

can he written in a simple form

when the distribution function is isotropic in the local frame of
reference.

%

Since in this system^^.

= fo < d J d J y =

then in a system of reference where the volume element moves with
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Uv

macroscopic velocity

we have

Equation (2*3l) gives.

and we have the energy momentum equations as.

Let us define the enthalpy per unit rest mass as X ==
((A/ ~f

P j

*“ 0

dy-jjÇ -

where

^

then

^

,

On the other hand,

~ “4 ^ ^ F t y d / ^

0

(Z -5 5 )

Therefore, for a locally isotropic velocity distribution, the entropy

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

lit 

is constant along the stream-line independent of the presence of the
electromagnetic field.
(iii) The Relativistic Maxwellian Distribution.
The relativistic Maxwellian distribution of velocities has

8
the form ,

I

where

(ju

= yj

is the macroscopic four-velocity and

four-velocity. o( and

t)

is particle

can be determined from the normalization

condition.

Since the integral (2*37) is an invariant, we may evaluate it in a
frame of reference where U / = ^ 0 .

By writing

and

we have,

n. = r)

Letting

U — C sinh %
Y^O —

(2-3s)

the integral can be written as
^

( - ( S c C(Xl/yX)ûlX
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therefore
/7, u..\

(z-fo)

To determine the constant o<, we compare ^ with the Maxwellian
distribution in the non-relativistic limit.

As before, we do the

evaluation in the frame of reference where U / — Oj

Since lim K/f'S C ) ~/J ~2

(~~Sc))

U YC^ - ) =
A

lim exp
C-A^oà

and

C S C ( f - f - Ir X p C * ) ) ^

Tj- —
P if w
- Xie
n, i
(_Xrc)

C-^ob

namely.

(~ '77')

we have

(z-f!)

Comparing equation (2*4l) with the non-relativistic Maxwellian
distribution.

i

=

( ' W e T ' ^ (- #

9

(z-^z)

we have

~S = m c / 6

{Zfz)

Thus, the relativistic Maxwellian distribution takes the form,

where 0

= r ^ /I

Since ^

=r

U/

and S

—

^

bave
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Also,

the energy-momentum tensor (2'3l) for the relativistic Maxwellian
distribution can be written as.
'Juy

d yy
_

n>yi.
4ïïc^T ic F y f

'^

To rewrite the energy-momentum tensor (2*45) in the form given by
8
Synge , we consider

=

J Æ

l

K(sc)

iju

(Z'd-6^

From the continuity equation,

the effective invariant density is seen to be

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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therefore the energy-momentum tensor (2*45) can be rewritten as,

To interpret the various quantities in equation (2*48) from the
thermodynamic point of view, we compare it with equation (2*32).
We can identify,

= nd

(2'49)

Since

U f

Ki(X)_ _

^

- f lé - f

-â -

we can identify the internal energy and enthalpy per unit rest mass
as.

U =
T

(ZSI)
.

,
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Equation (2*49) gives the equation of state for a relativistic
Maxwellian gas.
perfect gas.

It takes the same form as that for a non-relativistic

Equation (2*51) gives the internal energy per unit

rest mass as a function of temperature.

It is seen that for a

relativistic gas, the internal energy per unit rest mass cannot in
general be separated into the rest mass energy and the thermodynamic
internal energy.

This result is not in agreement with the thermody-

11
namic postulate of Tolman . However, in the non-relativistic limit,
Kx

f—

then (J

namely, the

internal energy per unit rest mass is separable into the rest mass
energy and the thermodynamic internal energy per unit rest mass in
this case.
(iv) The Relativistic Adiabatic Equation of State.
Differentiation of equation (2*48) gives

of

(2 -53)

integration of which gives

C t/T v i/to /n Y

(Z'5f)

or

c e M É ifit

(Z-55)
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Equation (2*55) gives the adiabatic equation of state for a relativ
istic Maxwellian distribution.
Q

temperature,

In the limit of low effective

/y

f a

,

then

p /

"

(Z-5 6 )

f

/

-

O d TuS U tJ/

it-5 1 )
\^

In the high effective temperature limit,
then.j

y

= QyjiaL

m

Jj

(Z '5 ^ S )

A H the above results are in agreement with those given by
8
Synge except that equation (2*55) is directly interpreted as the

relativistic equation of state and p

is taken to be the effective

invariant density.
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III.

A VARIATIOML PRTNCIELE IIÎ
*

RELATIVISTIC MAGMETOHYDRODYUAMICS

In the last Chapter, we started from a statistical point of
view.

We showed the condition under which one can derive from the

statistical model the hydrodynamic model of a plasma hy taking
moments of the Boltzmann equation.

In this Chapter, we shall show

that the magnetohydrodynamic equations can la derived directly from
the macroscopic point of view hy the variational principle of Lagra
nge and Hamilton.
12
Recently, Wei
first considered the extension of a variational
principle in classical hydrodynamics to a relativistic, ideal, charged
fluid.

However, the Lagrangian density proposed by him is not Lorentz

invariant.

We shall present a covariant formulation by starting

with a relativistic, neutral gas.

The Lagrangian density for a

relativistic, perfect fluid can be defined through a generalization
of that in classical hydrodynamics13 .

(31)
where \ ) , being the internal energy per unit rest mass, is taken as
a function of f> and S . By varying

d'j

^ , and o(^

* Part of this Chapter will appear in the October issue in Can.J. Phys.
1966.

20
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we have the following system of equations.

S ) f ^ T f Ü, (-j^ +

=0

(73)

+ '* ^ 1
^

=

(3'Z)

0

Q -4 )

(3-5)

(3-0
Û,^^T

(3-T)

"C

G f")

= 0

(3 'S )

In equation (3*7), we have used the thermodynamic definition of
temperature:

T = Js

(3-10)

Equation (3*3) is the generalized Clehsch transform.
(3.4 ) is the continuity equation for mass.
the conservation of entropy.

Equation

Equation (3*6) expresses

Equations (3*8 ) and (3*9) express the

conservation of vorticity for isentropy flow.
From equations (3*2) and (3*3)> we have,

7 =

(3 - 1 0

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.
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By making use of the thermodynamic identity,

(3 -i^ y

then,

7 =

f3'l 3)

%hich is simply the relation among enthalpy, internal energy, pressure,
and density for the relativistic gas.
By differentiating equations (3-3) and (3*5) and with the use
of equations (3*6) and (3.7), we have.

which is the generalized vorticity equation.

Together with the

first law of thermodynamics for reversible process, it gives the
relativistic Euler's equation as.

integration of which gives the usual representation of T in terms
of

and

(3-16)
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The dimensionless velocity of sound is defined as,

where

C —p U ,

Since the entropy is constant along the streiamline,

it can readily he shown that

From equations (3*14), (3*1?)^ and (S*4), we obtain

which is the equation for the propagation of sound given by Frankl^^.
For irrotational flow, we can write

t

^

^

^ then,

(3 -Z O )

Suppose the flow velocity is along the x-axis, in the nonrelativistic limit, we obtain the following well-known result,

(3 -2 I)

Reproduced with permission of the copyright owner. Further reproduction prohibited without permission.

2k

The energy-monentum tensor is given by,

ù

-r-

ù

2 ^

_ jM

-f -/X

(3 '2 2 )

-

which is the usual energy-monentum tensor for the relativistic gas.
With the use of the equation of motion (3*15), it can be shown
that,

(3 .2 3 )

- ^ = 0

which expresses the conservation of energy and momentum.
The extension of the above formalism to a relativistic charged
fluid is obtained by adding the term
to the Lagrangian density (3"l).

=

if>T

and — ^

Thus,

S)fif7

Since the presence of the electromagnetic fields introduces
new degrees of freedom, the canonical variables are
S/ ^ f

and Ay.

9; ^ ^

Variation of these variables gives the

following system of equations;
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+

T i j . f f / k = - ( - ^

y

(3 -Z 6 )

^ - 0

W|

!3-zV

(7/ = -I

{3 - Z O

' ^ = 0

ii'Z°>)

7y-^ = T

(3-30)

‘7

(3-31)

/ ^ = 0

~ °
a

1 3 -37 )

/4/ ==

(3-32)
(3 -3 3 )

Â&

where we have used the Lorentz gauge.

and the relation.
_

ZJA/ __ ()zk)
I

J/y /

OHIVEBSITV OF WINDSOR LIBRflRV

® ^ 1S
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With the use of the identity (3*12), equations (3-25), (3*26),
and (3.28) again give the thermodynamic relation.

J =

which is thus an expression independent of the presence of the
electromagnetic fields.
By differentiating equation (3*26) as is done before, we have

13-35)
7
which is the generalized vorticity equation as given by Goto and
Wei^^ except that the right hand side should be

instead of

Equation (3-34), with the first law of thermodynamics gives the
Euler's equation as

(5 ,35;

Also, by dotting equation (3*34) with

we get.
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which is in agreement with equation (3-29) expressing that the
entropy is conserved along the streamline independent of the
presence of the electromagnetic field.
Dotting equation (3*35) with

T

=

and integrate, we get,

/ - ^

which is again a relation independent of the electromagnetic field.
In the non-relativistic limit, J" —

"Xo ~t

the generalized

vorticity equation can he put in the form,

5
where A

J.-t

~ TVS

(3-36)

-Af.

It can he easily seen that the equation for the propagation of
sound takes the same form as equation (3*19)•

However, in the

present case.

For irrotational flow, we have,

which gives, for a fluid where the macroscopic flow speed is negligible.
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(3-37)
Therefore, fluctuation in the electrostatic field gives rise to an
acoustic, radiation in the charged fluid.
The fourth component of the generalized Clehsch transform
gives.

where

—
/
^2/*
/ = (/^
y . In the non-relativistic limit,

c'"'}-Uo ~

i

~

( 3 '3 3 )

If we also write

f =c(4’
,-tc‘t)
d

(3-50)

— do 0

equation (3*3S) reduces to

(3 -5 0

which is the non-relativistic Bernoulli’s equation.

Also, the first
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three components of the generalized Clehsch transformation in the
non-relativistic limit give,

Relations (3’4l) and (3-42), for the case of isentropic flow, reduce
to those given hy Mikoshiba19 .
The symmetric energy-momentum tensor for the charged, relativ
istic fluid is given hy,
^

since ^ fy^

where we have dropped the term,
is a tensor antisymmetric in Vf>.

With the use of Euler’s equation for the charged fluid, it can
he verified that energy and momentum are conserved.

àxy

-

°

The Hamiltonian formalism can he formulated in a similar
manner.

We shall consider the case of a perfect, charged fluid in

the presence of electromagnetic fields.

The Lagrangian density is

given hy equation (3.24).
The canonical momenta conjugate ’
^o ^

^

C7J

d.
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(755)

_ (3-55)
7 C r = ^ = 0

C3 f 4 )

(7 5 1 )

The Hamiltonian density reads,

^^
-txCÏÏ)y^

ÀclT<p //Z_ & j J U l \ -

---%&

(/( a, / 7%,/

/_ x Z %
Z4

where the Latin indices run from 1 to 3.

5

-TJ

The system of canonical

equations are obtained from;
TT - X
-

) £ -

v u 3ùj<p

;

1

J JÆ-

>
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X '

/)* -- ^7%, '

/4 -- J77;

which, upon simplification, give,

-3 ^ '

(74S>)

0

^ - 0

L75D)

ü/ = -l

(3'5~l)

(3-7Z)

(353)
S T =

T - f A ^ Û r

=T
~ 0
=

0

Q.sfj

(355)
(356)
(77S)
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T m 4/

' S-^ -

(359)

(3'6(9
These are in agreement with the system of equations obtained before.
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IV,

DISPERSION THEORY OF
RELATIVISTIC STREA^

6

A simple model of plasma was considered by Dawson , in which
a plasma is taken to be composed of a large number of beams stream
ing through a neutralizing background of infinitely heavy ions.
He studied longitudinal plasma oscillations by passing to the limit
of a continuous velocity distribution.

In what follows, we shall

présentageneralization of his non-relativistic theory in the presence
of external magnetic field.
also taken into account,

The effects of radiation damping are

The present theory can thus be taken as

the most general theory for collisionless plasmas.
By taking moments of the Boltzmann equation, we have shown
that the zeroth and first moment equations are;

-^ n in c < u ^ > =

(A ,s> =

J-

0

(4 'l)

(

^

2)

If the relativistic distribution function is taken to be that
4
of a cold stream )

f = n. ( l- t

where

are the first three components of the four-velocity of
33
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the stream, the moment equations (4>l) and (4*2) take the form;

= 0

(4 i)

FT)
If the Lorentz gauge condition is chosen, the field equations
can he written as,

{4 -s )

C/lo

where

is

the invariant charge density.

The systemof

equations (4*3), (4-4) and (4>5) can also be obtained from a
hydrodynamic point of view as done in Chapter III and then take the
zero temperature limit.
If collisions among different streaming species are negliected,
the system of equations for many streams can be written as,
m 'U /

F

('f.6 )

C4Z)

where we have dropped the bar for covenience and the superscript /
denotes the

A th streaming species.

If radiation damping is taken into account, a damping four-force10
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should he added to the equation of motion and equation (4*6) should
he modified to,
,4

-

g'

“A I f = C Ff. 12) 7 f ‘
y

(4-9)

where
4

~0 0

(FfU/Tu)'

(410)

The streams are perturbed such that

n / ^

/7/f K/
C ^ 'H )

A/

Ay f A r

where the perturbed quantities are assumed to be small.
yto^j

that

and

Ay

If we assume

are uniform in space-time, the system

of equations governing the perturbed state of the relativistic
streams can be shown to be,

■

'’•'-31 ^ + " ' ^ ' = " "

^Ay ^

F IZ )

e \(n A € A -t v / u / )
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{H 5 J
By assuming that all perturbed quantities vary as exp

we obtain the following system of equations,

‘-'Z

^

—Z

^/))/^

(d/-72^ U)^y^ If - i L f If^y, u/)J A/I
»/+4iv/^o(F4fT- d x /TyjiÀJ,)^ ^

-

(4-15)

- 4 ^

=

^

^

W

') = (fr)

UNIVERSiTV OF WINDSOR LIBRARY
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are matrices depending on the properties of the system and the
external fields,

explicit forms of which for some important

streaming systemswill he given later.
By dotting equations (4-15) with

it can readily be seen

that the right-hand side is identically zero.

Thus, the Lorentz

condition is not an independent relation, but is only a consequence
of the system of equations (4-15).
Q

that done by Harris

This argument is similar to

in his non-relativistic theory.

By setting

the determinant of the coefficients of the system of equations
(4-15) zero, we have the following invariant dispersion relation;

- f /

{C)/ - ^

-

where

^

C^) - ( 4 ^

(

^

9

+

(

tiy.

1 = 0

(^ 'l6 )

0 /J
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y-A^

^

a) In the case when the effects of radiation damping are neglected
hut with external magnetic field present, the matrix (

J

the following matrix elements:
A2

fix - - 4 ( 1

^ 7

= f,X

=

f l = - 4 f
^44 =

0

oiixyp; F - ^ l A x y ) / ^

jy/C^^

=r
also,
If

~ Wji

-

0

The dispersion relation reduces to the following form:
D /i_Zzr/_ 4 é i ï T * '

(4-n)
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h) For the case when the effects of radiation damping are taken into
account but the magnetic field and the streaming velocities are along
the X;— âX /6y

the matrix elements of

[y —

f j

^

)

0A£ /

;

t) '~ 'J V z3 J

=

0

f i -

%

l i

=

f i
c i'f

_
•'

f i ' =

r i!

=

' / 4

743

^

/

=

0

0

# «

a lf
X ZZ
' 4
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c) In the absence of external fields but with the effects of radiation
damping taken into account, then,

I

- F p '^ -

Qp

0

The dispersion relation can be written in the following form:

}(IF B)S^-Içy F

Ki/I = 0

{5-is)

where

5

Z (dx/^-t /dxfd^u/)

f X' W f d X j . a f )
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V.

SOME SIMPLE APPLICATIONS
OP DISPERSION THEORY

(l) A Covariant Theory of Relativistic Plasma Oscillations in The
Absence of External Fields.
We shall perform the invariant integration over the streams by
assuming a relativistic Maxwellian distribution for the electrons of
the plasma.

The ions are assumed to be at rest due to their much

heavier masses.' We shall compare our results with those of Kursun5
oglu . This serves to demonstrate the generality of the present
theory.

Also it provides an indirect verification of the formulation

of the dispersion theory.

In the absence of external fields with

radiation damping neglected, the general dispersion relation (4*l6)
can be written as,

I B

Fy/i I —

(S' I'I)

0

where

B = l - f 4 ^ X S

Let

be the number of electrons in d^Uo

for a conti

nuous distribution of velocities, we can replace the summations by
integrals as follows:

yi * — ^

^ -f d^Uo —

/Z'
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(5 - h Z )

( i w

~^

^

we shall write

( 5 l<3)

and perform the integration in a system of reference such that the
propagation vector, ^

is alopg the X,^Ct/X/jd,

In a frame of reference where the macroscopic velocity is zero, the
relativistic Maxwellian distribution (3*44) gives,

j

where
and

^

o( =
l/y

(-‘^'1IT

(7I-4)

is the reciprocal of the effective temperature
it can be seen that
= Ts - 0

ZC/i = X 21 - X/3 = X si ~

— ^34- — ■ïfî — Xz3 ~

~

“0
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-y'.^-wy/ïnTÿ^

i,=(n-J.i.)U

(7'1'i)

l«=x'c-^

F 'l'V

T„ =Jr[/7 5 4 À ( ’^ ‘Z,)J

(71/)

I i ! = J 33 - ~ S

~ O z J

f

S i f ) 77 i

(

7

1

-

V

where

^

j g g r à ^

a

(S'I'IO)
U -C M k A X

y

The integral (5-1-10) has already been evaluated by Kursunoglu^ and
we shall make use of his mathematical results:

J V = -^/]/l-t y

% nT =

d I (dy

dd

)

with ^
The dispersion relation (5*1*1) reduces to
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where

(7' I'12)

B ~ C ii

= B ~ C33

= I _J_
' 7

B-C,

=

Fé
L OO'T. T z z
f 'c ’ ~
c ‘
n

/

-—

T f c ic
B -C ^ ^ .=

C,^

-

4'^'lw

^

#

\T

4e

Jpe

C^i

J. ///.*• -Z4
n

Therefore, for propagation along the Xf'-xX^U^^
degenerate transverse modes, the

we have two

and /4j modes:

(7 I-I3 )
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The /(/ and

modes couple to give rise to an electromagnetic

mode and a longitudinal mode:

2U/UJ/
4 X '-u f

~

/

X.

J X,

o n

c M

n

(5'1-I^J
The dispersion relation (5’l*l4), which can he obtained only from
a covariant theory for hot plasma oscillations, means that elect?
romagnetic oscillations of the type exist in a cold plasma are
possible for a hot plasma also.

Our results are seen to be in

formal agreement with those of Kursunoglu , except that the integrals
Xjf. and

are slightly different from his.

The difference arises

as a consequence of the difference in the linearization procedure.
Also, in the present theory, the integrations are invariant inte
grations over the invariant volume elements of the reduced velocity
three-space.

We shall compare our results with his for two cases:

(a) Plasma Oscillations in the Low Effective Temperature Limit.
In the low effective temperature limit,
/ lYl' ,

and ^

P

Q

then the longitudinal

dispersion relation (5'1 *15) reduces to.

from which we obtain.
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W i= --ld lÊ m/

(S'-!'IS)

For the transverse mode, we have.

(/1

=0

V

(SI-19)
which gives.
W ,‘ - J V + 1/ / / i -

fir- / ;?//)
The OUi^ solutions should he discarded because of the assumption
(/0 * P P 'if * d y /^ . The

solutions for both longitudinal and trans-

verse oscillations are in agreement with those given by Kursunoglu
and by Bernstein and Trehan

5

. The last terms, in expressions

(5*1‘1T) and (5.I.2O) give the second order relativistic thermal
corrections.
'(b) Plasma Oscillations in the High Effective Temperature Limit.
In the high effective temperature limit, ÏÏ lC Y Q — > 0 ^

(SI-22)
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then.

kl

(S-lZi)
The longitudinal dispersion relation (5*1’15) reduces to

(si-z^)
and the transverse dispersion relation (5-1 '13) gives,

(S ‘ h 2 4 )

In the limit of infinite temperature, equations (5*1*24) and
(5-l*25) give the longitudinal and transverse dispersion relations
5
obtained by Kursunoglu ;

4

-
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Thus, the present theory agrees with the theory of Kursunoglu

5

in both the low and high effective temperatures limit.
(ii) Radiation Damping of Plasma Oscillations in The Absence of
External Fields.
We shall first consider the simple case of cold plasma oscill
ations.

The ions are assumed not to oscillate due to their much

heavier masses.

It can be shown that-the three electromagnetic

modes (EiM. ):

Ai

modes, are degenerate and uncoupled with

the electrostatic mode (E.3.).
For any of the degenerate E.M. modes, the dispersion relation
is,

(sz-t)

{/J =

or

/ Z i

^

Since
U

6

'2 X

/—

1 cases when the theory can be considered as applicable.

Therefore,

the damping rate is.

For the E.S. mode, the dispersion relation is.
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( i —Ao( (A^)

(5'2'2>)

or
W = = -A d W Y /z X /iA J Y d -

Thus, the damping rate is also given hy relation (5-2*2).
plasma of electron density
Sm >

~

/L - f 0'^ ##7*

For a

— 3 '6 X I

•I 2 X f 0 jd£yC,~^ Therefore, the effect of radiation damping

on plasma oscillations is small in general,
Next, we consider the case of the presence of a beam in the
plasma.

The ions of the plasma are considered.as neutralizing

background.

Taking the

as the direction of the beam

and propagation of the oscillations is taken to be along the beam
direction.
E.M. modes:

Then, it can be shown that there are two degenerate
Az a.nd A3 modes, with dispersion relation as.

It can be shown that the damping rates are.

Spt ^

— ~A

^

{ 5 '2 - 5 )

where the plus and minus signs correspond to propagation along the
direction of the streaming velocity and opposite to the direction
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of the streaming velocity respectively, and

(Â -

-f O O /c X i/z )

^

~ f

f'jt,/, -/ „

f ( M ,H /r /J " ’

t z z M J , v , / r ____________ 1
Y (xXtY<Xi/iY ^
~

For an ultrarelativistic beam, S p l (XJ-p 0 ^
Since

Y~^0

(/J h ^ h /^ f,

in the ultrarelativistic limit, damping for trans

verse oscillations propagated opposite to the direction of the beam
can be very large and is independent of the plasma frequency.

Also,

as Spt UJ are negative in all cases, the Az^ A3 - E.M. modes are
always stable.
The electrostatic oscillation is coupled with the
mode.

A\ - E.M,

They are uncoupled only in the low frequency limit.

case the dispersion relation for the A\

In this

mode is given by.

{ 5 '2 X )

It can readily be shown that
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Suv (AJ — A ^ i A

(Âtû/xï^^

■where the plus and minus signs correspond to propagation in and
opposite to the streaming velocity respectively, and

AJ^db/Y)

~~ Lit

Aj -

Y

~ 2i

^

The /4,- E.M. mode for lo'w frequency oscillations is al'ways damped
since S w U)

is always negative and

(if

-t?’^

only for an ultrarelativistic stream.
For the Azf.-'&.Z. mode, we shall consider the case of the
stability of two colliding relativistic streams against longitudinal
electrostatic oscillations.
same density.

I

Considering both streams to be of the

The dispersion relation can be written as.

(A /b ^ r

_

W b^t
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As we are considering relativistic streams and low frequency
oscillations, we shall take

then, the

condition for instability is,

(w pi. r/,v ,/-tz (W iT -i-A V )C 2 w /rA v-JP V

;> o

(S-2-3)

with the fastest growth rate given by,

Jm *

CM = a ( [ ( %

%

r J ,‘v ,T +

(s -z -id)
If the effect of radiation damping is neglected, the condition for
instability reduces to,

^

(SZ-li)

It is seen from relations (5*2*9), (5»2«10),and '(5-'2;11:)dthat
bh®f'effect of radiation damping is to reduce the growth rate slightly
but it causes the instability to set off at a slightly lower beam
density.
(iii) Radiation Damping of Plasma Oscillation in The Presence of
External Magnetic Field.
We shall consider the case when the streaming velocities and the
**M.N. Rosenbluth, Advanced Plasma Theory, p. 141 (Academic Press,
London, 1964).
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applied magnetic field are along the

Applying the general

dispersion relation (4*l6) and the matrix elements given in Section
IV - (h), it can he shown, after some tedious manipulation, that
for propagation along the direction of the streams, the

A4 "

coupled mode is not affected by the presence of the magnetic field.
However, the A z, Az~ mode is uncoupled with the Ai^ A 4 - mode and
has the following dispersion relation:

K z hu -

^

(S3-I)

where,

^ 3 2 ~ ’^ A z 3

/ I 33 -

Azz

Equation (5>3-l) can therefore be written as,

( A 22

A 23) (Azz

Az%) =

0

{S' S'Z)

Thus, in the presence of the magnetic field, Aj. and A 3 modes
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coupled to give two circularly polarized modes.

Their dispersion

relations are :

A ,

=

(S3-3)

0

where the plus and minus signs correspond to the right and left
circularly polarized modes respectively.

Let us first consider

the radiation damping of the transverse oscillations of a cold
plasma with ions considered as at rest.
write J 2

hzz = h u

For convenience, we shall

then.

= \- f

J

we have the dispersion relations for the right and left circularly
polarized modes as;

-

( l-tc X tn W A A U /)
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If the effect of radiation damping is neglected, relations
(5"3'^) reduce to the familiar dispersion relations for transverse
oscillations:

(S-3-S)

We shall first consider the right circularly polarized mode.
hy neglecting terms with o(* and terms

For the case
of order

dispersion relations (5*3'4) give,

U/f

(S3-6)

If radiation damping is neglected, relation (5*3’6) gives the
dispersion relation for the hydromagnetIc waves of Alfven with
■second Qtdet fregweicy correction ,

(sis)

'

If we write

OU ^

with

X»

^ f

we obtain from

relation (5*3’é),
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where

Therefore, the damping rates are.

where the positive and negative signs correspond to waves propagated
in and opposite to the direction of the magnetic field respectively.
d

In the limit

k

^

U

f

f

and JrfufXJ-p 0 .

This agrees with the physical fact that there is no radiation
damping of vacuum electromagnetic wave.
(K jt/W — ^ 0 ^ S L j

and

In the limit U ly/ci/^ —yOy
In this case, only

oscillations propagated in the direction of the magnetic field are
possible, and the effect of radiation damping is strongly dependent
on the extemail magnetic field.
For the left circularly polsirized mode, in the case O d /j\ «
the dispersion relation is,

(AJ^

(S3'10)
and we have similar results;
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^ = Sm ou^—

3 ,,\

For high frequency oscillations, by neglecting terms of order
/

the dispersion relations (5*3'^) reduce to,

Uiy(l'-Aocw) y

(l-2/<2ui)

(S-3-IZ)
^ ^ )

By letting &(/= % f X

wehave

(S3 13)
Thus, the real frequencies obey the high frequency dispersion
relations given by Bernstein and Trehan^^.

(X M ‘ f ,

zC

+

i ' -

^

The damping rates are.

2 / t y CM /

1

(.)? ^ C ^ + iV /P )

(S-Î-/4-)
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for waves propagated in and opposite to the direction of the magnetic
field respectively.

The upper signs are for right circularly

polarized mode while the lower signs for left circularly polarized
It should be noted that in expressions (5.3-14), we have

mode.

PP J l- .

assumed that

In the limit of zero magnetic field, expressions (5*3*1^)
reduce to,

^

^

Cf' 3 '/j;;

- (X

in agreement with equation (5*2.2).
We shall consider the case of the instability of a plasma-beam
system due to excitation of transverse oscillations.
considered as neutralizing background as before.

For

The ions are
(X

—J X y neglecting terms with of* we have,

A

—

X

CJ~X.4 <XJd)
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The dispersion relation for the right circularly polarized mode is,

f " - ' "

-

T

î

Æ

S

f

e

l

—

(S-3‘I6)
We shall specialize to the case of low frequency hydromagnetic
wave and an ultrarelativistic beam.
S iy p U U y
y

t —P

cX X ;

0 J,

we may neglect terms with

and ( ( / / / P / l )

-f U/Y [ I —

—

In this case,

;
if^

then relation (5*3.16) reduces to,

(OO-y^lP)]

For low density beam, by writing

(A) ^ % 4 A /(^ y

we have.
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U
which is valid for
is neglected,

='f = f ( jijr Y ifjt+ jiw p
X »

If the effect of radiation damping

OOssf

in agreement with the result of Bernstein

16
and Trehan . Therefore, the effect of radiation damping is to
introduce instability of low frequency hydromagnetic waves for a
plasma in the presence of an ultrarelativistic beam.
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